ScalaTexture™
Textured decorative glass
Light diffusion and privacy
Choice of 7 patterns

ScalaTexture™

Creating private and
illuminated spaces.

An illuminating idea.

Consistency, safety
and durability.

Whether it be at home or in the office,
some spaces crave natural light yet still
demand a level of privacy. ScalaTexture is the
cost-effective option when lighting up a room
and adds a textural elegance without sacrificing
the privacy you desire.

By diffusing light entering a space,
ScalaTexture™ transfers the very
best qualities of natural light whilst
blocking out onlookers.

ScalaTexture™ offers a low-cost
decorative touch with a range
of styles and visual effects to
suit any setting. Whether a
textural addition to a restaurant
or bar, privacy-giving partitions
for a workspace or decorative
showerscreens or windows for
the home, ScalaTexture™ has
an option ideal for your design.

ScalaTexture™ is manufactured by
passing a continuous molten glass
ribbon between two rollers, one of
which has a pattern that creates
a permanent impression, achieving
a consistent finish and high level
of durability.

TM

Providing degrees of privacy,
whether high, partial or low
obscuration, ScalaTexture™
achieves the perfect balance
of privacy and illumination.

Select from a range of textures that dramatically
change the aesthetic of a setting; from modern
facades to old-world interiors, design the look
that is perfect for your space with ScalaTexture .
TM

Above: Pilgrim Bar (Melbourne) by Setsquare Studio. Photography by Daniel Aulsebrook. Opposite page: My Mexican Cousin (Melbourne) by Six Degrees Architects. Photography by Greg Elms.

As well as being easy to clean
and scratch resistant, ScalaTexture™
can be toughened or laminated
to meet Grade A Safety Glass
standards (AS/NZS2208).

Choose from a range of textured
or wired patterns, in clear or a
grey tint, to achieve the perfect
aesthetic without sacrificing
privacy and natural light.
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For more
information.

Features.

For additional product details
or information regarding
specifying and ordering,
please contact your local
Viridian representative.

APPLICATIONS
Internal
 Balustrades
 Doors
 Furniture
 Partitions
 Shower Screens

Visit our website
www.viridianglass.com
or call 1800 810 403

External
 Balustrades
 Doors
 Furniture
 Windows
COLOUR & THICKNESS
RANGE

CLEAR
4MM

5MM

GREY
6MM

5MM

Glue Chip
Cathlite
Satinlite
Spotswood
Dark Grey
Squarelite
Polished Wire N

MAXIMUM SIZE
2440 x 1840mm
2440 x 1830mm (Grey)
3300 x 1980mm (Polished Wire N)
PERFORMANCE
Grade A Safety Glass when
toughened or laminated to the
relevant standards (AS/NZS2208)
WARRANTY
For warranty information
please visit our website
www.viridianglass.com

